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17/07/2022 13.07.56

17/07/2022 13.33.22

Did you like the
methodologies used?
What did/didn't like?

I liked everything about
this training course.

What did you learn
during these days?

Did you increase your
knowledge? If yes,
could you explain
which?

I learned more about
fake news.

I want to organize
As a French teacher I
activities with my
will promote these ideas
students to promote the
to my students.
importance of this topic.

The impact of the fake
I liked the methodologies news and how to
recognise them
I learned more about the
fake news and how to
manage them
I learned about the
digital gape in my
country and how it
affects us
The different
generations and how are
they using the social
media

will you use the 10
rules realized in your
How did you feel
private life or at work? during these days?
if so, how and where

Very good.

Do you think you
collaborated with
others during group
Suggestions
activities? Were there
any problems? Which?
The international group
that participated in this
course was great and I
am grateful that I
participated.

Yes, i know better now
how to recognise the
fake new and it is easier
for me to think about
new ideeas to block
them

Yes, i will use them. I will
check better the
informations that i
Very productive
receive and i will report a
fake news when i see it

I think that we have
collaborated during all
grup activities

I increased my
knowledge in the
theoretical part of the
domaine, i found out
new terms

I will be using the
information in my private
life wirh my parents to
help them in better
managing the fake news

Very well, but the
classes were kept
outside and it was way
too hot to be comfortable

The people weren't on
time for the activities, but
I had a great
collaboration

Yes, I do. FOR exemple,
digital Gap was new for
me and many terms
linked to the topic

Yes, I will. Working in
the hospitaliy, helps me
a lot for all fake News
ABOUT domain.

Very well, doing the
course outside, was too
hot

Yes, I do. No, we had So
good people.

17/07/2022 14.21.45

I liked the
methogologies,
specifically the fact that
we wrote our ideas and
then presented them

17/07/2022 14.25.52

Recognize the fake
News, types of
Yes, I did. I liked the
informal way of doing all. generations, ABOUT
digital gap

17/07/2022 14.46.26

Yes. I have now an
ideea about the steps
I liked that it was very
I learned a lot about the
we should take in order
interactive and we could fake news and the ways
to recognize a fake news
express ourselves
too recognise them
and that it is very
freeley.
when we come across.
important to rise
awareness about this.

Yes. I will present them
to my students and I will It was very good for me.
make some
The atmosphere was
extracurricular activities relaxed.
with them.

I hope that I could do
that. It would be well if
we could develop other
projects and meetings
on the same subject or
on others.

17/07/2022 14.56.52

All good

Some things

A bit

I don't know

Good

All fine

17/07/2022 14.59.42

I like everything

How to recognise fake
news

Yes i learning how to
recgonize fake news

I realized in work

Relax and great

yes i collaborated

It's not necessary.

It was all good. Thanks
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17/07/2022 15.00.20

Yes, I loved it!

Yes definitely. I realized
The technics how to spot how much it is important
Definitely yes! On
to learn the techniques
fake news and how to
regularly bases.
to share digital
deal with them.
awareness.

17/07/2022 15.01.23

17/07/2022 15.01.45

Yes I liked

17/07/2022 15.02.22

will you use the 10
rules realized in your
How did you feel
private life or at work? during these days?
if so, how and where

What did you learn
during these days?

I liked the way that the
project and activities
was organized , was
realy perfect duration of
time , working in gropus
etc.

17/07/2022 15.01.45

Did you increase your
knowledge? If yes,
could you explain
which?

Did you like the
methodologies used?
What did/didn't like?

I learned for digital skills
Yes , we learned about
, social media users ,
rules that we can use to
and also how to recogniz
recognize fake news
fake news

I have learn new
information about how to I think yes
rekognize the fake news
Yes i did alot. At first i
was ignoring the fake
news like they were
nothing. Believing in
I really liked the
I learned alot, especially
them was an everyday
methodologies used
about fake news. How to
thing. But this
because at first we
recognise them and
experience was eye
played games that
minimise their existence
opening and now i know
actually had an
in the media. Other than
how to protect myself
implementation in the
that I learned how to
and my loved ones from
project. Which i thought
appreciate others
such fake news.
was really awesome and
opinions and how to
Because as we know
very easy to learn this
learn from them too.
even why they look like
way
pointless words put
together, they can create
ultimate chaos
Yes, above all
teamworking and non
formal way of teaching.

How to recognize a fake
news and what I can do
Yes, digital literacy.
to be part of the solution
to the problem.

Involved, creative and
challenged.

Do you think you
collaborated with
others during group
Suggestions
activities? Were there
any problems? Which?
Yes mostly I am
confident to affirm that
we all cooperated with
each other and manly
with the research of info
and study of the cases
for the presentations.

I wanted to share firstly
with my colleagues at
work after that with my
students when the
school will start and of
course share all the
experience and rules
with my friend , or even
in social media

No the gropus , people
at the project even we
These days were perfect
were from others
for me we learned lot of
countries cultures we
things
finded a common
communication way

/

Yes, I will use the rules

I felt amazing

No

Yes i will use these 10
rules in my private life
but also at work.
Because we are
constantly in search
form information rather it
be for personal reasons
or for work. Now i can
distinguish fake news
from real ones which will
evidently help me make
better choices in my life
but also in the
professional career as
well.

I think I collaborated
quite alot in this project.
Especially with the
bullgarian and romanian
I felt challenged , and i
group. They were really
liked it because it helped
awesome and open
me rise to a new level of
minded people, very
knowledge and a new
easy to work with and
point of view in life
they made my day much
better and interesting.
There were no problems
whatsoever.

I will, especially in
private life use of social
media.

Happy, motivated,
inspired.

Yes

We collaborated sharing
different cultures and
different point of views.
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Did you like the
methodologies used?
What did/didn't like?

What did you learn
during these days?

Did you increase your
knowledge? If yes,
could you explain
which?

will you use the 10
rules realized in your
How did you feel
private life or at work? during these days?
if so, how and where

Do you think you
collaborated with
others during group
Suggestions
activities? Were there
any problems? Which?

17/07/2022 15.02.26

I learned a lot! Even
though I had previous
knowledge on the topic I
still heard a lot of new
Yes i did like the
methodology. I liked the things. I understood how
the current situation is in
all the activities, how
they were structured and other countries and how
they are dealing with it. I
the cohesion of the
group itself. I didn't like learned new things
about the steps that
that we didnt have
could be taken in order
intercultural night 😁
to prevent and raise
awarness about the fake
news in general.

Yes, for sure. Through
my work as a youth
worker i will make sure
to share my knowledge
Yes, i increased first of
with others. I will also
all my personal
think 2 when reading
knowledge on the topic.
any news from now on
Maybe I wasnt aware
and will always have the Relaxed and joyful
how spread this issue is
rules on my mind when
and now I think i gained
hearing news. I will also
some skills that will help
spread them within my
me be more attentive
personal and
professional network of
people and
organizations.

Yes, I think I did the best
I could. I was involved
and contributes with all
my knowledge and skills
I have.

17/07/2022 15.03.41

I learn many things
related with the topic
about the fake news. I
learn about how to
recognise a fake news
I liked the
and how to share my
methodologies. I really
knowledge of this topic
like all the project, all the
to other people because
activities (energisers,
it is really important
research, presentations)
nowadays. Also, i heard
a lot opinions and what
is it the situation of the
fake news in the other
countries.

Yes, first i was aware of
the big spreading of the
fake news around the
world and on the project
we learn ways how to
share this to other
people for not to believe
in every news that is
written.

Yes, out team will make
a anime video with this
10 rules. As a teacher i
will share this video to
my students.

It is really nice to spend
the days with warm and
creative people.

It was really easy to
collaborate and
communicate with the
other participants.

17/07/2022 15.05.33

Yes I liked. For me was
a new methodologies
and very helpful.

Yes. New knowledge
about the fake news.

Yes. All the time and
everyhere.

Perfectly.

For me the activity was
I don't have any problem
too good and I don't
with collaboration.
have any suggestions.

17/07/2022 15.06.18

I wasn’t much aware of
Yes, it was very
how much the fake news
interactive, nice
are spreading, so I
teamwork and
learned how to
interesting research was
recognise them and
made.
what is a digital gap.

Team working and
common rules to
recognise and avoid the
fake news.

All the time! Now that I
realised how fast and
Yes, of course! As I said
easy it is to spread fake
I learned how I can
news, I will warn mu
protect myself and my
friends and when I do
close ones from the fake
some kind of research in
news.
school I will make sure
to follow all of the rules.

Yes, all the time! That
was one of the things I
I felt really productive.
liked the most. Everyone
We learned and will put
had a different point of
our best efforts in
view and represented
decreasing the spread of
what each country had
fake news in the future.
to say. There were really
interesting discussions.

.

As I said before, I really
enjoyed my time on this
project, so there is
nothing bad that I can
say or suggest anything
better.

Did you increase your
knowledge? If yes,
could you explain
which?

Did you like the
methodologies used?
What did/didn't like?

What did you learn
during these days?

17/07/2022 15.06.19

Yes, I like the Energizer
Methodologies that were
used. The things I like
“less” where the
dynamism, I wanted
more active things.

Yes, definitely. I did not
have previous
I have learn a lot. I
would say now I’m able knowledge about the
to recognize a fake news repercussions of fake
which is very important. news and social media
in all generations.

17/07/2022 15.08.19

I liked everything

The information about
fake news
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17/07/2022 15.08.29

I liked the activities
because they allowed
me to get to know Potter
people.

I learnt that the world is
full of fake news and
even if I am young, I
can't recognize them.

17/07/2022 15.08.53

I improved my
knowledge about fake
Yes, I enjoyed the way
the event was structured news and usage of
social media

will you use the 10
rules realized in your
How did you feel
private life or at work? during these days?
if so, how and where

Do you think you
collaborated with
others during group
Suggestions
activities? Were there
any problems? Which?

Yes. Using the them
now and on from today. I
will used them at school
and with my family and
friends.

Amazing, it was so
refreshing and cool to be
with people from
different country sharing
our values and
knowledge.

I was always super
collaborative. I enjoy this
kind of activities a lot
because of that, I want
to learn from others.
There was not a single
problem.

Yes, I improved my
knowledge about fake
news

Yes, I will use these
rooles in my job

I felt very well

There were no
problems, I collaborated Tank you
with the others

Ho imparato diversi
nuovi modi per
riconoscere le fake
news.

Sì, i miei genitori non
sempre sanno
riconoscere le fake news
e tendono a credere a
diverse notizie che
circolano su internet.
Quindi posso aiutarli a
fare una cernta delle
notizie.

È stato molto bello
conoscere nuove
persone e anche vedere
la creatività nello
svolgere le varie
tematiche assegnate.

Io ho poca creatività,
quindi alcune volte non
sapevo proporre idee
agli altri, però nel mio
piccolo mi sono resa
disponibile nello scrivere
le varie tematiche svolte.

Yes, a lot of information
and different points of
view were shared
Yes. I will apply them on
between the participants my personal and
Perfect!
which helped me
professional life.
increase my knowledge
on the topic.

More days to get to
know each other and
more dynamism in
between activities.

I enjoyed working with
Thank you for the
the others a lot. I didn't
hospitality and the good
face any problem during
vibes!
the working process.

